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This project contends that the concept of the uncanny is often dealt with in dark spaces and that the psychological powers these spaces present often lead us to
question our own identity. I explored how the excessive use of artificial light only compounds our fears of dark space within our interiors, reflecting upon the affect
darkness has on the human psyche and how we react to the interiors depending on the quality of light or dark. The use of practical methods such as model making
and photography further explore the ideas of dark space presented by the studied articles.



This artefact looks to experiment with dark space, light qualities and the effect of a darkened interior on every day objects and materials. By placing objects within the
interior space via a hinged side you are able to observe them in a completely different interior environment. There are two interchangeable reels on the top, one (as
pictured) works with the colour of light and the other the shape of light. To ensure that the only light entering the space is from the light hole there is a black out drape
attached to the viewing end. This is wrapped around oneself to view the interior space while fully immersed in the dark interior.



Mottisfont Abbey, located in Romsey amongst a vast and beautiful landscape provided a rich source of inspiration as well as a vast ammount of historical wealth. The
analysis of the site initially required documantation of specific sections of the building, with a particular focus on the original architectural structure of the abbey. However
the focus at Mottisfont Abbey has long been on the history of the buildings, but where the true value lies, is in the links it has with the people that lived there in the
past and the people that visit it now in the present. How it shaped their lives, their art and their lifestyles. This project looked to develop a new source of revenue for
the Abbey,  that would provide a fresh avenue of interest in this highly regarded National Trust site.



The research, analysis and development from beggining to end flows along the soundscape path.



The design links interior and exterior space through soundscapes of the present and narratives from the past.



The Gulag project was presented to us as a live brief, by Ralph Appelbaum Associates (RAA), a leading museum and exhibition design firm. They were contacted by a
museum director from Russia who was interested in having students from the UK design them an installation that reflected an international interpretation of the Gulag
history and its relevance to today. 
Alexander Solzhenitsyn, winner of the 1970 Nobel Prize in Literature, introduced the term Gulag to the Western world with the 1973 publication of his book ‘The Gulag
Archipelago’. His writings spoke of the countless atrocities that took place in the Gulag camps across Russia and of the political oppression felt by him and others within
them. The censorship he and many others experienced while in the Gulags is expressive of a wider global experience that we all might face at some point in our lives.
It speaks of great tragedies that have never been heard and those that have not been experienced. 



As Bernard Tschumi once said there is an inherent disjunction of architecture – between space and event, between buildings and their use. It was this line of thinking
that pulled the concept together. In trying to create an event that would blur disjunction and by-pass it through a medley of sound, words and darkened space, it
created a zone that spoke only of the meaning in the poem, a place called semantic space. When you step into the soundscape you are touched by words full of
meaning, caressed by sounds laced with thought and shrouded by the blanket of dark space. The darkness prompts the level of introspection required to understand
the powerful emotions and meaning of the Gulag. By combining these powerful sensory elements you gain a perspective, which simply cannot be found through
a traditional visionary experience.



The importance of expression, in particular written language is to communicate to others, to express your experiences and educate others from them. The power
of the written language is evident in its increased use today, and with the advent of social media platforms and the world-wide-web its reach is only growing.
The freedom we have to express ourselves is something that was not shared by the people in the Gulag system and it is something that we take for granted
today. By telling the stories within the poems by Alexander Solzhenitsyn I seek to highlight the meaning and understanding to be gained from them in direct relation
to the freedom we have today. To this end the installation works in stages, firstly to locate one in the subject, then to immerse one in the meaning and finally to
release one into the present. In the realease point above the audience is encouraged to watch live news reports from around the world and then express themselves
via digital platforms such as Twitter of Facebook, as well as place their own thoughts and or poems on a traditionally hand written wall of thoughts.



The process of development was greatly enhanced by the use of 1:5 scale models that help one to realise the 3 dimensional form as well as gain a true
understanding of the donkeys proportions. Using AutoCAD I was able to draft the five components that make up the donkey. A key aspect of the finished donkey
is the use of moulded plywood to create the curves on the top and bottom section. This process uses a mould and Jig that allows the exact replication of components.



The ‘Donkey’ is an iconic product from the furniture company Isokon. This re-invention of the donkey was designed
to make the reading of books a little more enjoyable. The simple structure of the donkey means that only five
components are needed and once assembled they interlock to create storage space and structural support. 



The Negotiated project brief takes an item of furniture from the past and updates its relevance to the current. I chose a unique piece of furniture that was half rocking
chair and half baby cot. To put a new spin on it I adapted the use from cot to couples, developing the idea of how couples relax together on a sofa or in front of a
warm fireplace. Due to the more complex nature of a rocking item of furniture extensive drawings and models were required to fully realise a working rocking motion.
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The first development models looked to use a single cushioned back and seat, however on reflection I decided that the distinction between upright and horizontal
should be kept. This distinction helps to highlight the unity found between two pieces of furniture working as one. This analogy helps to define the purpose of the
rocker linking this unity to that found between couples when they spend time together. In this way the rocker looks to nurture the relationship between two people,
originally this was between mother and child maybe, mine however is designed to be more romantic.



With the growing demand for green solutions in everyday living, people are having to realise that recycling within their homes is a necessity. Kitchens
being the main area of waste production and disposal make installing a waste management unit here ideal. By making each drawer front material
specific such as bio-waste wooden and metal metallic it is simple to identify the correct drawer while also creating an attractive appearance.  

Two trays to allow easier removal
as paper waste takes up the
largest volume at 50.42%.

Plastic takes up the second largest
volume at 20%. This drawer can hold
up to 12 unflattened 2 litre bottles.

Glass only accounts for 6.17%
of waste volume. This drawer
can hold up to 6 wine bottles.

Two sections are provided to store aluminium and
steel/iron cans accounting for 4.9%. In the middle there
is a magnet to help distinguish between the metals.

Bio-waste accounts for 18.51% of
waste volume. This drawer therfore
needs an airtight seal built in.

Each drawer comes with arms that
fold up to ease the removal of waste.

The 120kg loadbearing arms are 100% extendable
allowing drawers to be lifted straight out easily.
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Drawer Front Dimensions and Materials
Each pannel is 20mm
thick.  Drawer frame
to be attached to the
back. A simple handle
attached and centered
near the top of the
front (Preferably
Rectilinear).

Medium Dark
Timber

Stainless Steel

Frosted Glass

Polyurethane
Polished Black

Polyurethane Matt White
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Drawer Arm Dimensions
Attatched to each load
bearing arm is a 2mm
metal frame which
supports containers
and attatches to
drawer front.

Front Section of Drawer Frame
Side Section of Drawer Frame
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External Frame work
Each pannel is to be made
from standard kitchen unit
material lamanated in a grey
finnish if possible, excluding
the sections that have been
routered out and any faces
that are to be glued.
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Internal Frame workFront Section of Unit Vertical Pannels

Top Pannel Middle Pannel Bottom Pannel

Each pannel is to be
made from standard
kitchen unit material
lamanated in a grey
finnish if possible,
excluding the
sections that have
been routered out
and any faces that
are to be glued.

Drawer Arm Positions



Like many other products, furniture is becoming increasingly disposable in contemporary society. The need to highlight the value of repairing rather than discarding is
increasingly important. By using a process that we associate with healing ourselves I looked to create a range of furniture that had a sense of the uncanny to them and thus
inspire intrigue about what they are. By testing materials and processes rather than specifically designing I was able to discover that Mod Roc was the perfect material for
attaching broken furniture together as it not only had a direct link to our memories of broken bones but also supported the furniture structurally with a distinct aesthetic style.



Craft by its very nature is a process that develops a
tolerance for imperfections; it allows one to appreciate the
diversity that errors create. By crafting an object one
learns through trial and error, the solution to a problem is
learnt by thinking with your hands. 

The resulting artefact bares the memories of the process
and the history of your influence. Like a city it holds a part
of you within it, the time spent is woven into its fabric and
because of that you feel a connection to it.

We frequently observe objects such as books and take
them at face value, but we neglect that there is an
alternate story to the one written inside. There is a story in
the making of it a history of how it came to be physically. 

Even an empty book has a story to tell.

By using a collection of tourist guides,
leaflets and receipts from Istanbul a
fictitious map was created, which was then
stitched into. The resulting pattern on the
reverse side became far more decorative
and map like than the intended front layer. 

Like the threads on the reverse side of the
artefact, we craft memories within the city,
unseen but felt, layered into the city by
each individual that shares its space. The
crafting of the map reflects the hidden
patterns left within the city, by the people
living within it and the marks they leave.



On the right is a 1:5 scale model of
Frederick Scott’s Supporto Chair. The
original was made predominantly from
cast iron. In the replication of this chair I
used a variety of techniques such as
lathing and plastic moulding.

On the left is a 1:5 scale model of a dining table.
This model is made from card and simply drawn
and coloured as components and then
assembled. The complexity in this model is in the
correct measuring of the original and the
creation of the templates.




